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The resistances as calculated by Hiley's for
mula were

No. 1 pile - 84- tons.
No. 2 pile - 96 tons.

CONCLUSION.

As a result of the tests it was consider
ed that the required working load of 35 to 40 
tons could be safely employed with piles of 
the kind tested, in the foundation conditions 
obtaining at the site.

DESCRIPTION OF PILE TURNING MACHINE.

The following is a description of the 
apparatus which was designed and manufactured 
for turning the ends of the piles to a circu
lar section to fit the steel sleeves: - The 
pile is held at the outboard end in a circu
lar steel trunnion turning on rollers which 
are mounted on a flanged-wheel truck. At the 
other end, which is to be turned down, the pile 
end is inserted in a similar trunnion which is 
mounted on the machine proper and is turned by 
an electric motor through reduction gearing at 
the rate of 12 revolutions per minute.

The machine carries a revolving cutter

head having four blades 4” in length, and this 
can be travelled about 3 ft. longitudinally 
along the pile or fed into the pile diametric
ally. The cutter head is vee-belt driven from 
an electric motor which is mounted on the same 
carriage as the cutter. As the pile revolves 
the cutter head is travelled slowly along the 
length of the cut, removing about 3/16" of 
timber in each passage, back and forth until 
the desired diameter is reached. The shavings 
are removed from a hopper beneath the machine 
into a raised storage bin by means of a com
pressed air ejector. After being turned the 
lower length is reversed on a hydraulic turn 
table (truck-hoist) and the two lengths are 
then brought together and spliced. Through
out the operation the piles are handled on 
flanged-wheel trolleys running on rails. When 
spliced the piles, now in approximately 100 
ft. lengths, are lowered over the face of the 
wharf in slings under the control of a pair 
of crab winches, and loaded on to a barge 
which transports them to the wharf under con
struction. Here they are lowered into the wa
ter, whence they are picked up and placed in
to position in the driving leads by means of 
a line from a spare head - wheel in the pile 
driving frame.
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Y|| 2 PREDETERMINATION OF THE RESISTANCE OP A PILE ON

BASIS OF FIELD SHEAR AND LOADING TEST VALDES

A. MORTENSEN, Harbour Engineer 

Aalborg, Denmark

SUMMARY.

In a heavy stratum of homogeneous Yoldia-clay (of., section III a) 6 tests 
piles were driven in 3 lines out from a concrete dolphin resting on 3 sloping 
piles, to 3 single supporting piles 8 m from the centre. The 6 piles were test 
loaded and pulled, and the skin friction, TP , and point resistance, <rv de
termined. From accompaying borings the corresponding values of t" and o',” were 
determined by a loading test sampler (sect. Ill a) and the transition coeffi

cients oc» and (3 = were determined for different pile types and point
•c: cr.-

areas. The measured values Tf and CT “ were graphically referred to the avetage
t  " cr ”

values T, and o; for the whole area by determining u,*---and ji,« — I— by in-
^ ■ Of

terpolation from the T,” and values from the nearest borings.

The predetermined static pile resistance P^ is thus Pp » «^i,ETa -OAh + 

iti1
+ P/‘tT*----1= ultimate test pile load Pu ;. Here 0 is the pile periphery, Ah

4
thickness of stratum, d point diameter, and Tg and taken from the average 
graph.

The ultimate test pile load, Pu , is compared with the Eytelwein-Rausch 
pile-driving formula, qi ^

PE = ---- -------  ( è = elastic set and s ■= permanent
Q + q ĵ e + s

set for h cm drop of a ^  hammer on a pile with weight - q^). For friction-
n • K,

piles is found that P^ » - • rc , where Kj and is the cone—weight,
•n

that gives a 10 mm deep impress of a 60° steel cone after a 10 mm drop in a 
clay sample in natural and in kneaded state, respectively, n is a recovery co
efficient.
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For Yoldia-clay with— 2-» 2,1 the formula Pp = 2,1. Pg is found giving
^ i

close agreement between the loading tests and a great number of pile driving; 
results. If the permanent set, ss, and elastic set, eSj after a nights stop, 
were inserted in the pile driving formula it was found that Pp =

These results are confirmed by loading tests on piles in quay construc
tions in sections of the new harbour area.

Finally similar investigations are carried out in heterogeneous glacial 
chalky clay and in sand.

\

a. Elevation. Test pile group.

FIG.1

b. Plan.

INTRODUCTION

In a 15 m thick stratum of Yoldia-clay 
( 0,95,E,-!f.

(1 + £m) - 40 - 80 kg/cm2, k = cm/min. )

with fine sand layers was driven a test pile 
group of 6 piles in 3 lines. In the intersec
tion point were driven 3 sloping piles, con
nected in a concrete dolphin, and at the ou
ter end of the 3 lines single piles - fig. 1. 
During test loading and extraction two H-beans 
with wooden diaphragms were anchored at the 
dolphin and at the exterior pile in same line. 
While the 3 tests piles nearest the dolphin 
are tested the next 3 test piles are suppor
ting the measuring platform, which later is 
transferred to the first tested piles.

The results of the pile loading and ex
traction tests tp and are given in table 
I and also the average values T? and o'? of 
loading tests and sample field tests from a 
boring 5 m outside the dolphin. In fig. 2 are 
given the measured values of t? and tr7 
for this boring and the average graph values 
Ti and cr4 for the investigated area (1300 m 

length). The ratio a=T,:tr and 
is found in table I for ordinary Yoldia-clay 
(pile no. 1-4) and for the softened upper

layer (pile no. 5-6), and the coefficients a 
and p in the formula for the predetermined

Ttd1
pile resistance: Pp= o< ZTsm.0-Ah+pcr7---

4
are- thus at the test pile group in the ordin
ary Yoldia-clay:

Square untapered wooden piles ex =0,5-0,6
concrete - a=0,6-0,7

Round tapered wooden - a=0,8-1,0
wooden piles, point
area 3-400 cm2 p=2,7-2,8 

Square wooden piles.point
area 4-90 cm2 [3=4,2 
concrete piles, point
area 1160 cm2 p=2

The 50% greater friction (pull) for taper
ed. piles a -  0 , 8 - 1 )  than for untapered piles 

<*=■ 0,5 - 0,6) has also been found by model 
pile-tests (Mini-piles) and may be explained 
by horizontal consolidation from the increas
ing diameter and drainage in wood of porewater 

As the pile tapering rate is less than 
the rate of the increase downwards of T? ,the 
average values of the periphery and T? (at 
centerplane of stratum) may be used.

The shear strength at the test pile 
group has - cf. fig. 2 - a higher value than
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Pu - /54t
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Test pile group in Yoldia-clay: Results of boring, driving and test loading.

FIG.2

T A BLE I

Pi
le

No.

Mat. Dimen
sion 

Point Top

(cm) (cn|)

Prict.
length

h
(m)

Ult.
load

Pu
(t)

Pull

SF
(t)

TP

(fc/m2)ft/m2)

a Point
resist.

PR
(t)

<yp

(kg/cm2) Osg/cm2)

P

PE

(t)

Pu

1 V» 22 22 9,7 86 51 5,98 10,7 0,56 35 72 17,2 4,2 53 1,62

2 - 22 39 1 1 ,2 110 90 9,5 11,3 0,84 20 53 18,8 2,8 44 2,50

3 c 34 34 10,5 154 110 7,7 11,4 0,68 44 38 18,7 2,0 89 1,74

4 w 20 40 1 1 , 1 96 80 9,15 11.3 0,81 16 51 18,7 2 ,8 34 2,82

5 - 23 35 2,3 24 13 7,1 7,2 0,98 11 27 10 2,7 11 2,18

6 - 24 33 1,45 12 7 5,9 7,0 0,84 5 11 9 (1 ,2) 7 1,65

w = wood 

c = concrete

the average graph corresponding to, that the 
concave coast here is moving inwards due to 
erosion from the current.’

The above formula has been used on a 
great number of wooden piles driven into 
Yoldia-clay in the investigated area, and by 
using the ratio Pu « 2,1 - as determined at

PjjJ
the test pile group,cf.table 1 - was general
ly found Pp : Pg « 2,1 , where the dynamic pile

resistance r . J L . ' L  + ^ + q and
Q+q fs+s

P is determined from nearby borings.
p The formula for Pp has more directly been 
checked by pile loading tests, f.inst. at a

A v e r ag e  ( i  2 0  %) : 2 ,1 .

reconstructed 250 m quay in the present har
bour, 1300 m from the test pile group. The 
values of tf ,crP , t? and a"? for the test 
pile at this quay are given in fig. 3. Pu was

here 2,5. PE - -------------  PB “ 2,1. PBf

n * 1 ,2.

The new values for «9=-^- = 0,7 and
»m

or, *
[V1---= 2,5 - 3,1 are used in dimensianing

cr»
the supporting piles for the quay structure. 
By determination of the resistance of a pile 
between two borings, 50 m apart, is for the 
two nearest borings determined the value

-Sm

Silt, so f

tened day 

/  -1.6-/9 

------- 10 m

Yoldia clay 

f  • 1.92 -!5m
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6p= 53.5 à 42.0 
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Point resist P*

Test loading results in Yoldia clay at 250 la quay

FIG. 3

Pile 7 Pile S
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. . -5m 
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J'f .92

-iOm
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point 9Scmt

___I 791

Pu - 20.71

Sf  - iO.st - 7.4 *■ 3.3 as 

P„- 9.91- 95-4/-ß s

Glacial chalky clays Results of boring, driving and test-loading

FIG. 4
TÎ a"f

 ̂ and H«” a , and jj, and fo r the

p ile  is  determined by in terpolation between 

the corresponding values from the neighbour 
borings. As a guide in  the interpolation  

loaded d r i l l  borings (with in te r io r  sounding 

rod) or driven rod soundings are used between 

the loading tes t sampler borings.

For a fr ic t io n  p ile  without point re 
sistance the dynamic resistance mar be ex
pressed by P|,A „  E O A h T j , w h e r e =2,1,

D K '“•l
which has been confirmed by the driving  

of 200 m ateel sheet p ilin g  into Yoldia clay 

in  the Oilharbour, where with ot -  0 ,6  also 

was found n -  1 and Pg - i Pp , i . e .  the clay
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Fine sand-5m
/  =2 ,0 */m3 

4>--33°

-!0m

Gradua

5.0mm □

P ile  10

*9/0»*

^ Eyietwein: PE*Tfgïm -ffii*07*u 

Rausch

too 86$ i
U26(U26‘0.3‘0.4&) 100 sn-r,/£- ct.i. 

/./26 t0.48 I0.65~fc0.74) 07 6 ¡>0.01

ft _ ___ r. o  _ 1.126(026*0.3*0.4*) (200-/00) _ _  m  . ,
Dilferensf.: £ - rj26~*o.48 — OFW) 07 /6 ' 59ot

Ultimate load Py » 5^0 ̂ 

Friction (pull) SF -  zp = #35 ,  at0 - I.oó 

Po in I res is t. PR = 37.st, 6p -108, ̂  ^

Fine sands Results of boring, driving and teBt-loading

FIG.5

structure is broken during driving (Ki) but 
recovered at test loading (K^). But n also 
may De more than 1 because of lubrication by 
excessive porewater which can not be quickly 
squeezed out. When the e- and s-values after 
a nights stop were inserted in PE was Pp - PE

or n ■ }, i.e. the driving and test loading 
was carried out in same unbroken structure.

1As the relation P„ « Pp has been
lE 2,1

found including both piles with considerable 
point resistance Cat the initial driving stage) 
and without point resistance (steel sheet pil
ing), the dynamic point resistance must ap
proximately be i -n-d2 or the

---p----a"
2.1 4

dynamic soil stress — -0- 
2.1

or
2.8

2J
'- 1 - . er; 

3

av is found bothfor tapered wooden piles.
from loading tests and Mini pile tests 2-3 cm 
from the surface, where the influence of later
al surface displacement has ceased, but in botti 
tests is after a deeper penetration found a 
point resistance of about 1 1/3 - l-J-.cr“

due to formation of a consolidated bulb

slightly wider than the diameter (in chalky 
clay considerably wider). The dynamic point 
resistance therefore seems to be of same size 
as the consolidated point resistance cr in a 
quick loading or Mini-pile test. 0

In the glacial chalky clay below the 
Toldia-clay was at a point 200 m from the test

pile group, where the Yoldia-clay stratum was 
thin, driven two test piles. The results of the 
test loading (Pu & Ŝ ,), driving (Pg) and load

ing test sample borings ( and 1™) are given
3  V

in fig. 4. The transition layer between Yoldia 
and glacial chalky clay was here as at many 
other borings disintegrated and softened,and 
the friction values incertain but the point 
.esistance still high.

By using the a- and fi- values from the 
test pile group previously described for the 
Yoldia-clay stratum was for the chalky glacial 
clay found the values: ,
Round tapered wood piles *7- 0,86

<*,- 1,03
_ - point area ~

200 cmS-ft- 2,0
- - 95 cnf-ps- 2,55

For both piles was found, that 
n - K*

Pu - 1,1 . P

i.e. n * K3
' E T

£ -x:

1,1 and n

E

1,1 • 

— r:— - -Jr, which

corresponds to, that the sample tests from -this 
sandy and chalky glacial clay has many simila
rities with sand, for which the Eytelwein- 
Rausch formula is correct.

In pure sand (50% grains less than 0,2 mm, 
cp _ 33°/3S°, wet unit weight 2) pumped in by 
a suction dredger to replace silty soil on a 
quay in the present harbour, was found the 
boring, driving and testloading results given 
in Fig. 5.



For the wooden tapered pile was here 
found a - 1,0, f) - 2,4 end Pu - PB , when the

Hauech or the differens formula (given in Fig.
n . K,

5) was used. If the formula Pu - — jq—2 . Pg 

is used, n - 1 as in pure sand Kj -

CONCLUSION.

As a main result of this investigation 
was found, that the use of caissons would in
volve settlements of abt. 60 cm in 20 Tears, 
whereas an anchored concrete flat slab resting 
on vertical wooden piles only would settle 
slightly, when driven down to the glacial clay 
with high point resistance.

Further was found that the Yoldia clay 
was especially favourable in giving a high 
friction for a minimum of driving. For a given

pile resistance, Pu , tapered wooden piles re
quire less driving effect (Pe » Pu : 2 ,6) than 
for untapered concrete piles (Pe - Pu : 1»7), 
but generally the friction is halved during 
driving and full strength regained after few 
days (average Pu - 2,1 Pg ).

The uniform and homogeneous Yoldia clay 
was especially suitable for predetermination 
of the pile resistance based on loading tests 
borings, but also quick field sample test gave 
a reliable predetermination of both static re
sistance (2,1 Pg) and dynamic (PE) resistance.

In glacial chalky clay was the predeter
mination of the friction less safe due to soft 
spots, but the point resistance is in agree
ment with the loading test borings. Generally 
the Bausch pile driving formula is found valid 
in sand and in sandy or chalky glacial clay 
but may in Yoldia clay be multiplied by K3/K1 
« 2 .1 in average.
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Y|| a  g SOME PILE DRIVING PROBLEMS

Ir. T.K. HUIZINGA 

Director of the Soil Mechanics Laboratory Delft, Holland

In the Proceedings of the First Inter
national Conference on Soil Mechanics a des
cription was given (1 -1 ) of the method, nowa
days used in the Netherlands, of determining 
the length and the bearing capacity of founda
tion piles by means of soundings. Moreover, in 
report 1-2 point resistances and frictional 
resistances, resulting from such a sounding, 
have been compared with those resulting from 
a large number of pile loading tests (loading 
and pulling tests on piles of various dimens
ions).

This method offers great advantages above 
the customary methods of test borings or the 
driving of test piles, which are not discussed 
here. Moreover the costs are considerably low
er than those of loading tests. This explains 
why this method has come into general use in 
this country, so much so that up to date more 
than 5000 soundings have been performed.About 
the improvements of the apparatus during the 
last years and about the method of sounding 
under water, see the companian paper of Vermei- 
den (III b 7 ).

In some cases it is very simple to prede
termine the desired location of the point of 
the pile and the safe point load from the re
sults of soundings, especially when very weak 
clay and peat layers are underlain by a sand- 
layer of considerable penetration resistance 
(fig. la). When the ground surface has recent
ly been raised or when this still must be done 
prior to construction, negative friction must 
be accounted for in the determination of the 
safe point load. Its magnitude can be estimat
ed on the basis of the measured frictional re
sistances, although these cannot be rigorously 
applied to the driven pile, because in sand- 
layers an increased density and hence an in
creased friction may be expected, whereas in 
clay layers the structure may be disturbed and 
friction may decrease.

When the results of the sounding are not 
so straightforward as shown for instance in 
fig. lb and lc, a certain amount of scientific 
insight is required to determine the best or 
the most economical loaction of the point and 
the corresponding point resistance. Tests,per- 
formed in conjunction with the Bridge Bureau 
of the Rijkswaterstaat, at Alblasserdam,and the 
results of several other test loadings have 
considerably improved our insight in these mat
ters.

At Alblasserdam the piles were driven ex
actly at the place where soundings had been 
taken before, and after driving and test load
ing another sounding was taken. From the com
parison of 6 similar tests it was concluded 
that an increased density of sandlayers under 
the point, resulting from the driving, could 
only be ascertained over a very“slight depth.
It follows, that the sounding resistances, 
found at some distance under the future loca
tion of the point, determine the safe point 
resistance. Fig. 2 shows the results of a 
sounding together with the driving diagram of 
a pile, and the point load resulting from a 
loading test. Evidently the bearing capacity 
at the point is already influenced by the weak 
layers one meter below.

At pile driving works where the location 
of the point and the safe point load are pre
determined in this way, practical difficulties 
often arise. These may be caused either by the 
heterogeneous nature of the soil or by the 
rigid adherence to a specified penetration per 
blow. These two causes are closely interrelat
ed. It is obvious that the costs of soundings 
preclude an investigation by means of a sound
ing at every pile. Therefore, in order to take 
account of the heterogeneous nature of the soil 
and to acquire an insight into the soil condit
ions from place to place, the average penetra
tion at the last series of blows is registered.


